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Using Peer Facilitators to Promote Social Change 



PRESENTATION GOALS 

Obtain a grounded understanding of intergroup 
dialogue structures and processes 

Understand the role peer facilitators and their 
contribution to the dialogue process 

Explore the capacities of peer facilitators towards 
promoting social change 



WHAT IS INTERGROUP DIALOGUE? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhWHwNSMV0c&feature=youtu.beAsk the participants, has anyone heard of intergroup dialogue? If so, can it be explained?A process designed to involve individuals and groups in an exploration of societal issues about which views differ, often to the extent that polarization occurs. For diversity and social justice these groups are broadly defined by social group members, including but not limited to – religion, gender, race & ethnicity, sexual identity, social class, and other social identitiesFace-to-face meetings between members of two (or more) social groups that have a history of conflict or potential conflict.  

http://youtu.be/KhWHwNSMV0c


INTERGROUP DIALOGUE IN HIGHER 
EDUCATION 

Developed in the 1980s at the University of Michigan 
Response to racial tension and conflict 
Now at over 20 institutions across the country 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emerged around the 1940s and 1950s and originally aimed at bridging differences across social identity groups (migration, religion specifically)



EDUCATIONAL GOALS OF 
 INTERGROUP DIALOGUE 

Consciousness Raising 
Building Relationships Across Differences and 

Conflicts 
 Strengthening Individual and Collective 

Capacities to Promote Social Justice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consciousness raisingDeveloping personal and social identity awarenessSocial system knowledge (how inequality is influenced by their intellectual understanding of the dynamics of social oppression)Building relationship across differences and conflicts Building capacity for sustained communication to develop a refined capacity for dialogue rather than debateBridging differences— true listening, connected inquiry, perspective-taking, connection with others, and self-reflectionStrengthening collective action individual and collective capacities to promote social justiceEntice participants to contribute to a more socially and economically just society by graduating participants who have a commitment to social change and the skills and dispositions needed to work with other groups to make positive changes



INTERGROUP DIALOGUE PEDAGOGY  

Active and engaged learning 

Structured interaction 

Facilitated learning environments  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This pedagogical designed is research based and is utilized across several different university settings, including:University of Michigan, Ann ArborSyracuse UniversityUniversity of MarylandArizona State UniversityOccidental CollegeUniversity of Washington, SeattleUniversity of California, San DiegoUniversity of Texas, AustinUniversity of Massachusetts at Amherst1. Curriculum includes a balance of didactic and experientials activities designed to actively involve students in the teaching and learning process. Also provided space for reflection so that students can fully integrate their learningStructure = group structure, facilitator/instructor roles, purpose/goals of class



Group Formation, and Creation of a Shared Meaning 
of “Dialogue” 

Identity, Social Relations, and Conflict 

Issues of Social Justice (“Hot Topics”) 

Empowerment, Alliances, and Action 



STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES  

 Increased personal and social awareness 
 Increased knowledge about other groups and social 

inequalities 
Greater commitment to social responsibility and action 
Reduced stereotyping 
More complex thinking 
 Improved communication skills 
Greater ability to manage conflict 

Dessel, A. et. Al. (2006). Using intergroup dialogue to 
promote social justice and change. Social Work 51(4).   



PEER FACILITATORS: 
ROLES, STRUCTURES, AND IMPACT 



THE ROLE OF THE IGD FACILITATOR 

To actively help participants move beyond previous and 
limited understanding of themselves, others, and the 
structure of relationships among groups in our society (and 
globally) 

 
To lead participants through activities of personal and 

collective inquiry that help reach desired goals 
 
 



PEER FACILITATOR RESPONSIBILITIES  

Creation of safe space 
Managing signs of negative processes 
Encouraging and modeling deep personal sharing 
Engaging Conflicts as teachable moments 
Attending to identity difference in awareness and 

experience 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level of connectionIncreased comfortIncreased connection/friendshipIncreased understanding of different perspectivesIncreased understanding of identity experiences



INSTRUCTOR V. FACILITATOR 

Instructor Facilitator 

 Content expert 

 One way communication 

 Lecture based 

 Maintains control of the 
content of learning in the group 

 Participant adapts behavior to 
fit the content that the 
instructor shares  

 

 Process manager 

 Actively engages participants in 
learning together 

 Access prior knowledge 

 Participant shares  

 Helps to guide a semi-
structured experience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use examples of this powerpoint and my role in presenting you this information. Facilitators are taught to explicitly communicate their roles, not as experts, but as co-learners. Helps to navigate and balance the process v. content structures



SPHERES OF DEVELOPMENT: FACILITATORS 
 

  



DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENT 
FACILITATORS 
Spheres of  peer facilitator 
development 

Competencies required for 
facilitators of intergroup dialogue 

 Individual 

 Interpersonal 

 Intergroup 

 Institutional 

 Structural 

 Cultural spheres 

 Understanding of social identity 

 Knowledge of social justice, 
privilege, and discrimination 

 Group facilitation skills 

 Increased ability to analyze and 
understand interpersonal and 
intergroup relationships 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social identityIdentity development theoryCritical self-reflection of own identitiesGroup facilitation skills include: group processes, intergroup dynamics, and intergroup dialogue facilitationThis development and competencies are done through multiple training sessions over a sustained period of time that allows facilitators to:Create the learning spaceDive deep and surfacing: feeling, thinking, and doing intergroup dialoguePracticing intergroup dialogue facilitation



IMPACT OF FACILITATING 

 Empowered to know, to care, and to act 

 Changing Individuals 

 Changing Institutions 

 Changing society 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent research has emerged which examines the impact of the peer facilitator experience on lives post-collegeBecome involved, engage in conflictRaise issues openly, counter people’s discriminatory commentsSeek out informationArticulate social injusticesLobby for a more diverse group in powerEmpowered to know, to care, and to act“[it] has changed me, period. It changed the way I think, approach group situations, it gave me leadership skills in working with diversity. … This then affects how  I affect any organization I work for or with, and any community I feel belonging towards.” (Heterosexual Asian American woman)Changing Individuals“I am more likely to speak out and openly support people who are not like me yet experience an injustice. I now challenge others especially of my own race/gender/sexual orientation to examine their actions towards others when exercising their power/privilege or stereotyping.Changing Institutions“This helped me to be very critical to realize why certain people want to learn or why people are learning and why people aren’t learning in my classroom, and to be very sensitive to the people that are in my room…”(Gay Latiino, secondary Ed teacher”Changing society“I think it makes me feel like I have some direction or purpose in life, but it’s also about producing some kind of results so that people don’t have to be homeless or that people don’t have to suffer racial discrimination or economic discrimination. (Heterosexual white man). 



HEAR FROM STUDENTS 

 “My experience as a dialogue facilitator has thought me to become 
an effective communicator. By truly being a present and active 
listener, it allows for a fruitful productive community in dialogue. I've 
learned that it's about being honest and understanding as well as 
respecting the unique differences and commonality's we all have. 
Facilitating has also improved my manner of self-reflection. As I 
work on connecting with myself I am in a better position to connect 
with others. Ubuntu- I am because we are, my humanity is tied to 
yours.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have also worked with a student government vp president, who has said participating in this training experience allows him to be more effective in his role on communicating needs on behalf of students and working constructively through conflict.



TRANSFERRABLE SKILLS 

 Mentorship programs 

 Leadership development programs 

 Student Orientation 

 Resident Assistants/Advisors 

 Student Government Leaders 

 Student Organization Leaders 

 Community/Not-for-profit organizations\ 

 Teacher’s Assistants 

 Careers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transferrable skills – this the potential application that being a dialogue facilitator has on impacting change within a university settingAt slu we have a high expectation for what co-curricular knowledge and skills we want students to build, particularly leadership skills, understanding of diversity, ability to communicate effectively across difference, and working effectively in group settingsThese skill sets are emerging as high priority from potential employers. SO having a facilitator experience has the potential to increase and enhance the student in other waysMlk scholarship programFirst year experience course leadersMentorship programsLearning community and residence hall developmentRefer to pedagogy to snow the ability to transfer across different populations
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

 Patrice French 

 pfrench4@slu.edu 

 314-977-2826 
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